This article presents some statistics from the most recent Farm structure survey (FSS) conducted in Croatia in 2010. On 1 July 2013, Croatia became the 28th and latest Member State to join the European Union (EU). This special focus throws the spotlight on structural aspects of agriculture in the newest Member State.

Once every 10 years an agricultural census is conducted in the EU, with intermediate sample surveys (farm structure surveys) carried out two or three times between two censuses. These censuses and intermediate surveys collect a range of information about agricultural holdings (farms), covering land use, farm management, the farm labour force and livestock numbers, as well as issues related to rural development. Ahead of its accession to the EU, Croatia conducted both a 2007 farm structure survey (FSS) and a 2010 survey. Unlike the EU-27 Member States, for whom the farm structure survey in 2010 was carried out as a census, Croatia carried out a sample survey; this article presents some selected results.

**Table 1: Key structural agricultural indicators, 2010 - Source: Eurostat (efkvaareg) and (efolfaa)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Croatia</th>
<th>EU-27</th>
<th>Share of Croatia in EU-27 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of holdings</td>
<td>151,202</td>
<td>1,724,772</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of holdings on farms with 1 to 5 hectares (b)</td>
<td>3,054,915</td>
<td>157,050,915</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of holdings on farms with 6 to 25 hectares (b)</td>
<td>1,262,463</td>
<td>164,162,160</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of persons working on farms (regional labour force)</td>
<td>915,169</td>
<td>24,851,733</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(EU-27 excluding enrothia and es_bem)

Source: Eurostat (online data code: st, eec, and es aktas)

**Figure 1: Distribution of agricultural holdings and utilised agriculture area, by size class, Croatia, 2010(%, utilised agriculture area size classes in hectares) - Source: Eurostat (ekvaareg)**

Source: Eurostat (online data code: at, eec, and st aktas)
Figure 2: Agricultural land use, 2010 (% of utilised agricultural area) - Source: Eurostat (efoluaareg)

Figure 3: Holdings by farm type, 2010(% of holdings) - Source: Eurostat (efoluft)
Figure 4: Economic output of holdings, by farm type, 2010 (% of standard output) - Source: Eurostat (efkvftreg)

Table 2: Number of holdings with livestock, by livestock unit size class, Croatia, 2010 - Source: Eurostat (efkvftreg) Source: Eurostat, Farm structure survey, 2010

Figure 5: Livestock, Croatia, 2010 (% based on livestock units) - Source: Eurostat (efkvftreg) Source: Eurostat, Farm structure survey, 2010
Main statistical findings

Agricultural holdings

Croatia had 233,280 agricultural holdings (or farms) in 2010, working 1.3 million hectares of land (the utilised agricultural area). This compared with 12.0 million agricultural holdings across the EU-27 working 172.8 million hectares in 2010 (see Table 1). A small majority (54.4%) of farmland in Croatia was worked by the owner in 2010, the remainder (45.6%) being worked by tenant farmers.

Farms in Croatia can be characterised as being relatively small: the average size of 5.6 hectares per holding in 2010 was considerably less than the average of 14.4 hectares per holding across the whole of the EU-27. Indeed, about one half (52.5%) of all holdings in Croatia were less than 2 hectares in size, with the vast majority (89.4%) being less than 10 hectares in size (see Figure 1).

Agricultural land use

A little less than one quarter (23.3%) of the total land area of Croatia was farmland in 2010. This was a relatively low share; it was only higher than the shares recorded in four other EU Member States (Sweden, Finland, Cyprus and Estonia) and represented about three fifths of the EU-27 average (40.0%).

A little over two thirds (68.0%) of the land used for farming (the utilised agricultural area) in Croatia was classed as arable land. Of the 895,220 hectares of arable land in 2010 about two thirds (65.0%) was given over to cereals, of which a majority (310,450 hectares) was land under grain maize production. These relative shares were higher than the EU-27 average (see Figure 2). By contrast, the proportion of farmland used as permanent grassland and meadow in Croatia (25.8%) was much lower than the EU-27 average (34.0%) in 2010.

Farm typology

The general make-up of the agricultural sector in terms of farm types was also somewhat different in Croatia when compared with the EU-27 (see Figure 3). A little over one in every five (22.6%) holdings in Croatia was classified as being a mixed crop and livestock farm in 2010, compared with about one in every eight (12.6%) farms in the EU-27. There was also a higher relative share of agricultural holdings classified as mixed cropping farms in Croatia (10.3%) compared with 4.2% for the EU-27. By contrast, the proportion of holdings classified as specialist field crops farms (with cereals, oilseeds and/or protein crops) and specialist permanent crop farms (with vineyards, orchards and olive groves) in Croatia was lower than across the EU-27 (18.2% and 14.6% respectively).

Even though holdings classified as being specialist grazing livestock farms (with dairy cows, cattle, sheep or other ruminants) accounted for only 16.1% of holdings in Croatia in 2010, they were estimated to have generated one third (33.4%) of the standard output (an average monetary value used to provide an economic dimension). This was a much higher share of standard output than the average from specialist grazing livestock farms across the whole of the EU-27 (26.5%). Likewise, the share of economic output generated by mixed crop and livestock farms in Croatia (14.9%) was much higher than the average across the EU-27 (8.3%), in part reflecting the much higher proportion of holdings classified as mixed crop-livestock farms. By contrast, the proportion of economic output generated by specialist granivore farms (with pigs or poultry), specialist permanent crop farms and specialist horticulture farms in Croatia was much lower (10.5%, 8.4% and 2.0% respectively) than on average (17.9%, 13.5% and 9.6% respectively) across the EU-27 in 2010 (see Figure 4).

A little over two thirds (67.0%) of the agricultural output of Croatia in 2010 came from specialist grazing farms, specialist field crop farms and mixed-crop livestock holdings, which was a much higher proportion than
the EU-27 average (52.6 %), where specialist granivore farms (with pigs or poultry) and specialist permanent crop farms accounted for a higher share of economic output.

**Livestock units**

A little over four in every five farms (83.2 %) in Croatia had some livestock in 2010, a much higher proportion than that recorded for the EU-27 (56.0 %). In order to compare livestock of various species and ages, numbers of animals are given a weighting and transformed into a reference livestock unit (an LSU). On this basis, the 'national herd' of 1.0 million LSU in Croatia was dominated by pigs (37.4 %), cattle (36.6 %) and poultry (14.8 %) — see Figure 5. Not only can farms in Croatia be characterised as being small in terms of land area but also in terms of their livestock; on average, each holding that had livestock in Croatia had just 5.3 LSU (the equivalent of just over five adult dairy cows), compared with 20.0 LSU on each holding that had livestock in the EU-27 in 2010. Indeed, the vast majority (81.1 %) of the holdings in Croatia that had livestock had less than 5 LSU.

About one quarter (24.6 %) of the 'national herd' in Croatia was found on the smallest holdings (of between 0 and 5 LSU) in 2010. A further one fifth of the 'herd' was found on the largest holdings (with over 500 LSU), even though such holdings accounted for 0.05 % of the total number of holdings in Croatia with livestock (see Table 2).

**Agricultural labour force**

According to the EU’s labour force survey, agriculture, forestry and fishing employed 229 200 persons aged over 15 in Croatia in 2010, the equivalent of 14.9 % of the total workforce over 15 years old. This was one of the highest rates among EU Member States — as the EU-27 average was 5.2 % — only being surpassed by the rate in Romania (30.1 %).

The farm structure survey carried out in 2010 suggests that a much higher number of people worked regularly in the Croatian agricultural industry (513 680 people). Many of these people were family helping out on the farm but having their main employment elsewhere. After taking into account the amount of time actually worked, the regular agricultural labour force in Croatia was estimated to be the equivalent of 179 290 people working full-time (in annual work units). With the equivalent of an additional 5 500 full-time workers coming from non-regular agricultural labour and persons not directly employed by the holding, the total workforce in Croatian agriculture was equivalent to 184 480 full-time workers (see Table 3). This represented 1.9 % of the full-time equivalent agricultural workforce in the EU-27 in 2010.

Farming in Croatia is very much a family affair; on average 90.7 % of the labour input for agriculture (measured in annual work units) was carried out by the farmer and/or a member of his/her family in 2010. This was a much higher proportion than the average for the EU-27 (76.4 %). Two in every five (40.2 %) regular agricultural workers in Croatia was female, a slightly higher proportion than the corresponding EU-27 average (37.5 %). However, the proportion of female sole holders (in whose name the holding was operated) was lower in Croatia than across the EU-27 (20.9 % compared with 23.2 %).

A relatively small proportion (6.0 %) of holdings in Croatia had another gainful activity in addition to farming. Of the holdings with another gainful activity, about one half (49.7 %) were involved in the processing of farm products with a further quarter (25.7 %) involved in tourism.

**Data sources and availability**

Croatia conducted its first independent agricultural census in 1960. However, surveys on the structure of agriculture during the 1970s–90s were based on a different methodology to the farm structure survey. As a prospective member of the EU, Croatia carried out a farm structure survey in 2007 and 2010; the responsible body for this work was the Croatian Bureau of Statistics.

In 2010, all farms of at least 0.4 hectares of agricultural area or 0.1 hectares of vineyards or orchards were
surveyed for the farm structure survey in Croatia. Furthermore, farms falling below these thresholds but producing vegetables, herbs, strawberries, mushrooms, flowers or ornamental plants for selling purposes were also included in the target population, as well as holdings with at least 0.5 livestock units. This coverage of small farms means that the results from 2007 to 2010 are not strictly comparable because of the change in coverage. The FSS covered 98 % of the utilised agricultural area and 98 % of the livestock in Croatia in 2010.

The use of common land in Croatia is widespread, though farmers have difficulties in estimating the share of common land they actually make use of. Accordingly, common land was estimated through a model which took into account the number of grazing animals, their daily intake of grass and the number of days the animals grazed.

**Context**

The structure of agriculture in the Member States of the European Union (EU) varies as a function of differences in geology, topography, climate and natural resources, as well as the diversity of regional activities, infrastructure and social customs. The survey on the structure of agricultural holdings, also known as the farm structure survey, helps assess the agricultural situation across the EU, monitoring trends and transitions in the structure of agricultural holdings, while also modelling the impact of external developments or policy proposals.

**See also**

- [Agricultural census](#) for results by country (2010)
- [Agriculture, forestry and fishery statistics](#)
- [All articles on Croatia](#)
- [All articles on farm structure survey 2007](#)
- [Farm structure survey – survey coverage](#) (background article)

**Further Eurostat information**

**Publications**

- [Agriculture, forestry and fishery statistics — 2013 edition](#) (Pocketbook)

**Main tables**

- [Agriculture (tagri)](#), see:

  Farm structure: historical data (1990-2007) (tef)

**Database**

- [Agriculture (agri)](#), see:

  Farm structure (ef)

  Farm structure 2010 (ef2010)
  - Key farm variables (efkv)
  - Overview - Farm land use (efolu)
  - Overview - Farm livestock (efols)
  - Overview - Farm labour force (efolf)
  - Farm land use - Arable land (efala)
  - Farm land use - Permanent crops, other farmland, irrigation (efpo)
Farm livestock and fodder crops (eflsf)
Farm labour force (elf)
Other gainful activities and support for rural development (efoga)
Farm management and practises (efmp)
Survey on agricultural production methods (SAPM, 2010) (efpm)
Standard output (SO) coefficients used for typology (eftsocoef)

Dedicated sections
- Agriculture

Methodology / Metadata
- Farm structure (ESMS metadata file — efesms)

Source data for tables, figures and maps (MS Excel)
- Structure of agriculture in Croatia

Other information
- Regulation 1166/2008 of 19 November 2008 on farm structure surveys and the survey on agricultural production methods and repealing Council Regulation 571/88

- Regulation 1242/2008 - Standard Output / Typology

- Regulation 1200/2009 of 30 November 2009 implementing Regulation 1166/2008 on farm structure surveys and the survey on agricultural production methods, as regards livestock unit coefficients and definitions of the characteristics

External links
- Croatian Bureau of Statistics
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